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Abstract—As a primitive function of location-based services (LBSs), the location sharing aims to provide a user’s current location information to other designated users. In recent years, LBSs have become one of the most popular services provided by mobile online social networks (mOSNs). As LBSs actively exploit the users’ identity and current location information, appropriate approaches have to be utilized to protect the location privacy of the users. Several recent reports have discussed the significance of friendship privacy protection with the goal of hiding the friendship relation of users from unintended entities. However, to the best of our knowledge, there hasn’t been an approach for protecting the location sharing with complete privacy of location and friendship connections. To address this issue, we propose a new cryptographic primitive, functional pseudonym, for location sharing in mOSNs that ensures both of them. Unlike many of the existing solutions, our approach does not require a fully trusted server and does not assume pre-established secrets among friends, and therefore is highly practical. Also, the proposed approach significantly reduces computational overhead of users by delegating part of the computations for location sharing to a server, therefore is highly sustainable. Our primitive can be widely used in many mOSNs to enable LBSs with improved privacy and sustainability. Consequently, it will contribute to proliferate LBSs by eliminating users privacy concerns.

Index Terms—Location sharing, location privacy, friendship privacy, mobile online social networks, functional pseudonyms.

1 INTRODUCTION

The recent years have witnessed the adoption of a variety of Internet of Things (IoT) end-user devices such as smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, etc., which can serve as a platform for mobile online social network (mOSN) applications. Today, mOSNs have become popular as they can provide a medium for exchanging various information such as opinions, believes, knowledge, current status, and location with designated recipients in a timely manner regardless of their current time and location [2], [3], [4]. Location sharing is the most important primitive to realize the promise of location based services (LBSs) over mOSNs such as local recommendation service, tracking children, proximity notification among users [5], [6], [7], [8]. Despite the advantages, LBSs are not widely used because of users’ privacy and trust concerns as they actively expose their identity and current location information [9], [10]. Clearly, a LBS without an appropriate privacy protection mechanism could lead users into unpleasant situations such as being in an unwanted location resulting from fake advertisements or spams. Also, this can result in damaging the users’ social reputation, financial loss, and being a victim of blackmail and target of stalking or physical violence [11], [12].

In recent years, numerous approaches have been proposed to preserve user privacy for location sharing. SmokeScreen [13], SMILEs [6], [14], and MobiShares [15], [16], [17], [18] utilize privacy-preserving mechanisms for this purpose which are not suitable for mOSNs. SmokeScreen uses an unreasonable assumption of a trusted third party or pre-established secret for each pair of users to help the proximity notification among users. SMILEs require users, who would like to detect the presence of desired partners, to be in the same geographic location at least once beforehand in order to share some secrets. Since in mOSNs, many of the online friends do not have a prior physical contact with each other and can establish a relationship with strangers and share location information any time, such an assumption is not realistic. In MobiShares, the location service providers can figure out the users’ spatiotemporal relationship by linking their queries. Frequently, LBSs rely on mOSNs for a user to conveniently obtain information on designated partners. Unfortunately, this makes the mOSN server to learn about the relationship among users and is of another great privacy concern, which is known as friendship privacy problem [19], [20], [21], [22]. Our investigation of the related literature indicates that there is no location-sharing primitive with both location and friendship privacy protections signifying the research presented on this paper.

For the smooth operation of mOSNs, users need to exchange their information regarding establishing a friendship and sharing location information with friends [23]. However, the leakage of the information will directly affect their privacy. Thus, an effective way for secure information
exchange is needed. A fully trusted server would be a straightforward solution for allowing users to exchange their information securely, but this is generally treated as a strong assumption in that service providers can interfere [24], [25]. In addition, assuming that two users have a pre-established secret is inefficient and does not make sense in mOSN where users freely establish friendship with strangers. Therefore, providing location-sharing services in mOSNs while preserving two types of privacy creates a problem, thus an efficient and effective solution is required to address the problem.

**Contribution of This Paper** We propose a new cryptographic primitive for location sharing in mOSNs, called functional pseudonym, which design goals are to achieve:

- **Location privacy protection**: The current location of a user must not be tracked by any unintended entity, including the service provider.
- **Friendship privacy protection**: The friendship information of a user must not be revealed from unintended entities even with a large set of data related to location sharing.

To make it more practical, we develop the proposed scheme with the following three requirements, which are less demanding than those from the existing work.

- **Semi-honest-but-curious server** [26]: A server is an ability-limited active attacker which performs some of the pre-defined attacks only while following given protocols correctly.
- **No pre-established secret**: Users establish friendship relations through the server without any pre-established secret.
- **Delegation of computation**: The process of location sharing should be delegable to support resource-constraint mobile devices and to achieve high sustainability.

**Organization of This Paper**. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work, Section 3 provides the system model, problem description, adversary models, and security goals that considered in this paper. We describe our main contribution, privacy enhanced location sharing based on the functional pseudonym, in Section 4. Section 5 provides the security analysis of the proposed scheme, and Section 6 provides the efficiency analysis of the proposed scheme. In Section 7 we demonstrate that the proposed scheme is suitable for mobile usage. Finally, we provide the conclusions for this paper in Section 8.

## 2 Related Work

Privacy problem is one of the emerging issues in location-based services. Some applications treat all users as trusted entities, and thus they provide users’ identities as well as location information without a protection scheme [27], [28]. By collecting the location information, an attacker can infer various information such as a moving route, a position in a certain time, a current location, and a prediction of future location.

In order to address this problem, anonymity schemes have been proposed. Gruteser et al. proposed a location privacy mechanism through spatial and temporal cloaking [29]. To hide the location information based on the time, this scheme uses an approximate time and location information instead of a real value. Since this approach has a trade off between achieving accurate location information and user’s privacy, it is challenging to provide an application that offers perfect privacy. Jiang et al. resolved this problem using a pseudonym with silent time [30], however their approach has a drawback as the service provider is assumed to be a trusted entity. Also, since the system has no effective solution to protect users’ location privacy, it could easily reveal the information to the attackers.

Although user privacy in location-based applications is important, information is still needed to provide better services [31]. For example, users must disclose their location information to get a location-based service. Users can get more precise services if they disclose more information, however privacy problem will also get worsen. In order to satisfy this condition, several schemes were proposed to provide a location information in limited circumstance. In 2007, SmokeScreen was proposed to provide flexible presence-privacy controls for presence-sharing on applications with the identities of co-located users, while user’s location information is never revealed without the explicit permission [13]. SmokeScreen also enables presence-sharing among trusted social relationships, as well as untrusted strangers, through trusted brokers which coordinate anonymous communications between them. The MobiShare proposed by [15] enables a flexible location sharing between trusted social relationships as well as untrusted strangers. MobiShare is vulnerable to attacks generating fake identities, thus a location information will be potentially leaked to a service provider. In order to address this problem, J. Li et al. proposed MobiShare+ which uses dummy queries and a private set intersection protocol to prevent leakage of location information from the service provider in OSN [16]. However a social relation can be easily exposed by a service provider, and location information can be easily exposed by eavesdropping wireless communication section between mobile devices and cellular tower.

In 2009, Manweiler et al. proposed SMILE, a privacy-preserving “missed-connections” service, establishing a connection between users who do not have a pre-established social relationship through an untrusted service provider [14]. In SMILE, the trust is established based on the shared encounters that has passively exchanged with the nearby peers. However, to share encounters, users must be located at the same place and at the same time for at least once.

The location-based services were extended to geosocial networks [6]. With location-aware capabilities, a geosocial network can offer different types of services, such as location sharing, tracking friends, and local recommendation services. Also, a proximity service was proposed that would alert the user when any of his/her friends would come into the specified geographical range of the user [8], [32], [33]. However, the convenient functionality comes with privacy problems which include exposing location, absence, co-location, and identity that are all sensitive information [7].

In the application proposed on this paper, two different types of privacy issues exist. The first issue is location privacy, and an approach that an attacker can only obtain location information without identity or identity without
precise location was considered [8], [33]. The second issue is identity privacy and a quasi-identifier scheme was used to deal with this type of privacy [34], [35]. Mascetti et al. proposed a proximity service with complete privacy [8]. When a proximity service satisfies both the location privacy and identity privacy, it is said to support complete privacy. Their scheme assumes untrusted service providers and curious buddies. For this, Mascetti et al. proposed two new protocols: providing complete privacy with respect to a service provider, and controllable privacy with respect to friends. However, that is not suitable for the system model presented on this paper because they assume that the user’s friends are pre-determined, while this paper assumed no pre-established trust. In addition, their approach has the drawback of being challenging for the user to obtain a precise location of friends.

In recent years, the privacy issues in mOSNs have been among active topics and has attracted researchers’ attention, thus many interesting solutions have been proposed to address them. Tang et al. proposed a verifiable location query based on homomorphic encryption with a searching index and a trapdoor [36]. Sun et al. proposed a privacy-preserving LBS scheme to deal with the problem in which a friend can be an attacker [37]. Peng et al. employed a new entity, function generator, which periodically distributes location parameters [38] that is used to allow users and a service provider transform a real location into a pseudolocation. This contributes to eliminate a trusted entity from the system. Schlegel et al. also proposed a new encryption scheme to eliminate a trusted entity and to provide efficient query processing [39]. However, none of these schemes was suitable to preserve users’ privacy in mOSNs as they have a limitation of either (a) a fully trusted entity or (b) did not consider the friendship privacy. Li et al. proposed a location-sharing system that could partially preserve the friendship privacy in a way that users separately make partial lists of friends and send them to multiple servers [40]. Since their scheme could not guarantee the friendship privacy completely, it is difficult to say that it is a suitable solution for our environment. Therefore, a better solution with enhanced privacy is required for the location sharing in mOSNs.

3 Problem Description

This section describes the system model, problem definition, adversary models, and security goals that are considered on this paper.

3.1 System Model

The proximity notification service is a well-known and widely used concept which notifies users of other nearby users with their distances [41]. The location sharing in mOSN is a similar concept to the proximity notification, but the crucial difference exists that the LBS in mOSN can use social information to establish a location information sharing group.

Figure 1 illustrates the system model considered on this paper. According to the location-based social networks (LBSNs) classification [11], our system model can be classified as category I: LBSNs with Exact Location Sharing, and Sub-type II: User Authorized Location Sharing in which users have the control to choose with whom they wish to share their exact location information. In a nutshell, the system model consists of two entities: a server and users. The server provides geosocial services including location sharing, and users can establish a real-time connection with other users and share various information among friends through the server. We define the location sharing as a sub-service or a sub-application of a general SNS, where a user allows friends to access the location information in a real time manner. Users mostly use the SNS provided by the server, and whenever they want to share location information with friends, they operate the sub-application with a pseudonym as an anonymous identity to ensure privacy preservation.

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), every user should be registered to the sub-application first. Each user then makes a list of designated friends as a subset of friends list. Then, only users in the designated friends list can access the location information. Since we need to mention the designated friend in the rest of this paper, the term “friend” is used instead of “designated friend” from this point on. Suppose there is a registered user \(U_i\), and another user \(U_j\) who belongs to the friend list of the \(U_i\). The \(U_j\) can identify which pseudonyms are generated by \(U_i\) and check \(U_i’\)s current location. In this case, we say that \(U_i\) and \(U_j\) have a friendship relation. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the process of finding nearby friends. If the user uploads the friendship list along with location information to utilize the location sharing service, the server sends a set of users’ information in the user’s requested range. The user also can broadcast the information to find the nearby friends. However, it is more desirable that the user gets a nearby user’s information through the server for several reasons that includes loss of signal at a location. This also delegates computation to the server and hides information from unintended users [42].

3.2 Problem Definition

Given a set of tuples that are comprised of a pseudonym and location information \(\{(P_1, L_1), (P_2, L_2), \ldots, (P_n, L_n)\}\) within a pre-defined range, the problem addressed in this paper lies in finding a subset of tuples \(\{(P_i, L_i)\}_{1 \leq i \leq n}\)
generated by friends while preserving two types of privacy: location privacy and friendship privacy. In addition, such a location sharing scheme should be done with neither a pre-established secret among friends nor through a fully trusted server for practical reasons.

One simple yet effective way to preserve identity privacy, as well as location privacy, is adopting an anonymous communication scheme based on pseudonyms. By employing pseudonyms which are random strings, instead of a real identity, users’ identity could not be revealed to unintended entities. At the same time, this approach could preserve location privacy even when the users’ location information is provided. In such a case, adversaries could obtain information that someone is at a certain location but could not know exactly who that person is.

The anonymity helps preserve the privacy, however, it disrupts a smooth exchange of information to establish a friendship relation and to find nearby friends. To improve this, users must provide some information for the location sharing which can be an ammunition for the invasion of privacy. Therefore, there is a issue associated with providing information and preserving privacy.

### 3.3 Adversary Models

On this paper, an unintended entity is whoever do not have a friendship relation and access permission to the location information, including a service provider as a potential adversary. Similar to [11], the adversaries in this study have limited capability that they can only access the publicly available information and have the same computing power as normal users in mOSNs. They have an ability to eavesdrop messages transferring between a server and users. We assume a semi-honest-but-curious model for the server [26], which follows the given protocols correctly but may perform some predefined attacks only. Specifically, we consider the following attacks that can be attempted by adversaries:

(a) **Attacks on pseudonym**: From a given set of pseudonyms, an attacker may try to obtain a piece of information on a user’s identity. Also, the attacker may try to distinguish a subset of pseudonym issued by the same user. This information may be abused to track the user and/or predict his/her future location. This attack is directly linked to the invasion of location privacy.

(b) **Attacks on location information**: Some of the previous work show the possibility of location discovery and tracking, which are applicable to our system model. In [41], attackers can expose the users’ location information by trilateration attacks. Also, an automated location tracking system has been developed by [11]. We assume that an adversary could use these tools.

(c) **Attacks on friendship relation**: By persistent monitoring, the attacker can obtain information about a friendship relationship between two users. Furthermore, the attacker can infer a user’s friendship list.

In this paper, we do not consider the adversaries hacking the server’s database to obtain valuable information. We only consider a limited collusion attack such that adversaries can collude with other entities (e.g., server-user or user-user) to infer a third user’s friend list or any other secrets, without directly exchanging their secret keys (e.g., a relation value). A collusion attack to exchange information other than the relation value, such as a pseudonym with/without location information, will not leak any information about users to adversaries.

### 3.4 Security Goals

From the observations of the system and adversary models, we define the following security goals:

(a) **Pseudonym indistinguishability**: an attacker cannot distinguish whether pseudonyms have come from the same user or not;

(b) **Identity/Location privacies**: an attacker cannot invade a user’s location privacy regardless of the session. The user’s current, past, as well as future location information cannot be obtained by the attacker. In addition, an attacker who is not a friend of a user cannot obtain the user’s identity and location information such as GPS coordinates.

(c) **Friendship relation privacy**: an attacker cannot obtain any information about a friends list and a friendship relation from published pseudonyms, even from a large set of data.

### 4 The Proposed Functional Pseudonym Based Location Sharing Scheme

#### 4.1 overview

A randomly generated string as pseudonym can be a simple yet effective solution to preserving users’ privacy. However, the pseudonym provides almost no information, thus establishing a friendship relationship and sharing location information is almost impossible under this circumstance.

To address this problem, we propose a new cryptographic primitive, named functional pseudonyms, which holds a functionality that makes it possible for users to exchange information for the location sharing purpose. They can distinguish whether a functional pseudonym was generated by a friend or not. At the same time, the functional pseudonyms still have randomness to provide anonymity. Beyond the functionality, we have designed the pseudonym changeable for the robustness against statistical disclosure and intersection attacks [43], [44]. Whenever a user tries to find nearby friends, he/she must pick a new random number using a pseudo-random generator (PRG) to generate a new functional pseudonym. We will prove the robustness of changeable functional pseudonym against the statistical attacks in Section 5.

Fig. 2 shows the flow of the proposed scheme which largely consists of two processes: functional pseudonym generation and location sharing. A user $U_i$ who wants to share his/her location with another user $U_j$ has to establish a friendship relation first. Without loss of generality, we assume that $U_i$ can browse every other users’ public information through the server. Obtainable information includes the user name, pictures, self-introduction messages, and so forth. In addition, we consider the location sharing as a sub-application, and every user generates a designated friend list from the set of friends in general SNS. For this reason, it is not a strong assumption that communication at this level
Table 1: Notations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$k$-bit prime number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_q$</td>
<td>Integers modulo $q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Cyclic group with prime order $q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Generator of $G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Bilinear pairing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_i$</td>
<td>User $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{ki}, s_{ki}$</td>
<td>Public/private key pair of $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>Pseudonym of $U_i$, $P_i = {p_1, p_2, p_3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_i$</td>
<td>Current location information of $U_i$, e.g., GPS coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H(\cdot), H_1(\cdot)$</td>
<td>A collision free hash functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Setup

Table 1 illustrates the notations used in this paper. On input a security parameter $1^k$, the setup process first determines a large prime number $q$, $Z_q$ which are represented by integers modulo $q$ and a cyclic group $G$. Also, the process selects a generator $g \in G$ and a bilinear function $e$ which can be defined as follows:

**Definition 1 (Bilinear map).** A bilinear map is a map $e : G \times G \to \mathbb{G}_T$ with the following properties [45], [46].

(a) Computable: there exists an efficiently computable algorithm for computing $e$,

(b) Bilinear: for all $h_1, h_2 \in G$ and $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_p$, $e(h_1^a, h_2^b) = e(h_1^a, h_2^b)$, and

(c) Nondegenerate: $e(g, g) \neq 1$, where $g$ is a generator of $G$.

4.3 Establishment of a Friendship Relation

Suppose the user $U_i$ tries to include one of his/her friends $U_j$ in the designated friend list for the location sharing purpose. The $U_i$ and $U_j$ should exchange relation values with each other. The relation value can be generated using $(t, n)$ secret sharing scheme which splits a secret into $n$ separate values and reconstructs it again when minimum $t$ number values are collected [47]. Recently, several advanced secret sharing schemes have been proposed [48], however for simplicity, we use Shamir’s secret sharing [49]. Since we only need to check who the friend of $U_i$ is, 2 is a sufficient factor for $t$. The Lagrange interpolation polynomial, which is a fundamental theory of the secret sharing, can be defined as follows:

**Definition 2 (Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial).** The Lagrange interpolation polynomial [49] is the polynomial

$$L(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} y_i \prod_{j=0, j \neq i}^{n-1} \frac{x - x_j}{x_i - x_j}$$

where $y_i = f(x_i)$. The user securely exchanges a relation value, which will be used for location sharing, with the designated friends as if he/she is sending and receiving text messages. The exchanged relation values are computed by Lagrange polynomial, and the set of relation values will be expressed by a single value. On the basis of this single value, adding a randomly generated value makes the pseudonym indistinguishable under decisional Diffie-Hellman problem. To find $U_j$’s current location, $U_i$ (a friend of the user $U_j$) sends a pseudonym along with the relation values to the server. The server cannot obtain identities and relations from the values but can identify pseudonyms in friendship relations by applying Lagrange Interpolation. The identification results will be sent back to the $U_j$. Finally, the $U_j$ can confirm the $U_i$’s real identity and current location depending on the previously exchanged relation value.

In our preliminary work, we have developed a functional pseudonym scheme in [1], which preserves location privacy and friendship relation privacy and provides a functionality of the location sharing. However, it has a drawback of weak sustainability due to a high computational overhead as each user needs to compute $n$ times of identity checking processes to find friends, where $n$ is the number of adjacent users. To overcome this weakness, we propose a novel delegable functional pseudonym. A major advantage of our scheme is that heavy computations for location sharing can be computed by a service provider. This advantage contributes to significantly reducing the battery consumption on local devices or computers, hence resulting in higher sustainability.

![Functional Pseudonym Generation](a)

![Location Sharing](b)

Fig. 2: Functional Pseudonym Generation and Location Sharing Protocol

The process then determines two cryptographic hash functions $H(\cdot)$ and $H_1(\cdot)$ that satisfy $H(\cdot) : \{0, 1\}^* \to \mathbb{Z}_q^*$ and $H_1(\cdot) : \{0, 1\}^* \to \mathbb{G}_T$, respectively. For simplicity, we assume a symmetric bilinear map, however advanced bilinear maps can easily be applied to the proposed scheme. Finally, the global parameters are defined as $\{g, G, \mathbb{G}_T, g, H(\cdot), H_1(\cdot), e\}$. Once the global parameters are available, each user generates a public/private key pair. The user $U_i$ then picks $s_{ki} \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*$ as his/her private key, and computes $g^{s_{ki}}$ as public key. The key generation algorithm outputs the public/private key pair ($pk_i, s_{ki}$).
Given a tuple \( (x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_i, y_i) \), the polynomial \( f(x) \) of \( \tau - 1 \) degree that passes through the \( \tau \) points \( (x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_i, y_i) \) and is given by:

\[
f(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{\tau} y_k \cdot \Delta_{x_k, S}(x),
\]

where \( \Delta_{x_k, S}(x) \) is the Lagrange coefficient and \( S \) is a set of elements in \( \mathbb{Z}_q^* \).

\[
\Delta_{x_k, S}(x) = \prod_{x_m \in S, m \neq k} \frac{x - x_m}{x_k - x_m}.
\]

To generate the relation value, \( U_i \) randomly picks \( a_0, a_1 \in \mathbb{Z}_q^* \). Here \( a_0 \) is a \( y \)-intercept, which will also be the secret to be split, and \( a_1 \) is a coefficient for the Lagrange polynomial:

\[
f_i(x) = a_0 + a_1x.
\]

\( U_i \) computes tuples \( \{(1, f_i(1)), (2, f_i(2)), \ldots, (m, f_i(m))\} \) based on \( f_i(x) \), where \( m \) is the number of friends. \( U_i \) then randomly picks a pair \( (\alpha, f_i(\alpha)) \), computes \( g^{f_i(\alpha)} \), and sends the tuple \( \tau \chi = (\alpha, g^{f_i(\alpha)}) \) to \( U_j \), which is a friend of \( U_i \), through a secure channel, where \( 2 \leq \alpha \leq m \). Note that \( f(0) = a_0 \) and \( f(1) \) will be used as a pseudonym verification factor in further process. \( U_j \) then stores the tuple along with an identification value of the \( U_i \) (e.g., name). These values will be used to find \( U_i \). In addition, \( U_j \) performs the same process to allow \( U_j \) to find his/her location.

### 4.4 Pseudonym Generation

In most privacy-preserving applications, pseudonyms generally used only to provide anonymity to the users. However, pseudonyms in the proposed scheme have a functionality of identifying friends as well as the indistinguishability for users who are not friends of the user who has generated the pseudonym. Technically, the \( U_i \) picks a secret, splits it into \( m \) pieces, and sends the pieces to each friend as a relation value. Then, \( U_i \) generates pseudonyms with the secret piece and publishes it along with the current location information. A GPS Coordination is an example of the location information. Friends of \( U_i \), who hold the split pieces, can confirm that the initiator of the pseudonym is generated by a friend and can identify that friend as \( U_i \). To do so, \( U_i \) who is willing to share the location information with friends performs the following two procedures to generate a functional pseudonym.

1. **User \( U_i \) picks a uniformly random number \( r \in \mathbb{Z}_q^* \) and computes \( g^r \).**
2. **\( U_i \) computes \( g^{-a_0} \) and \( g^{-f_i(1)} \).**

When \( U_i \) wants to use the location sharing, he/she periodically uploads his/her current location \( L_i \) along with a pseudonym \( P_i \) to the mOHyper server, where:

\[
P_i = \{ p_{i1}, p_{i2}, p_{i3} \},
\]

\[
p_{i1} = g^{r \cdot H(L_i)},
\]

\[
p_{i2} = g^{r \cdot f_i(1)},
\]

\[
p_{i3} = H_1(L_i) \cdot e(g, g)^{-a_0}.
\]

For the indistinguishability of the pseudonym, \( U_i \) has to pick a new random number \( r \) every time when he/she sends \( P_i \) to the server. The pseudonym in our proposed scheme consists of two parts: randomness and functionality. The randomness assigns indistinguishability while functionality enables the location sharing. Whenever a user needs to upload the current location, he/she generates a new random value and a new pseudonym based on it for enhanced privacy. This does not affect the location sharing function, and thus users will be able to freely share their location information with other authorized users even after changing the random value.

### 4.5 Location Sharing

After the pseudonym generation process, \( U_i \) can participate in location sharing applications. The users’ mobile devices are usually resource-constraint and battery-powered. Therefore, we design the location sharing to help improve the efficiency of mobile nodes by letting the server performs the computations for finding friends. To do so, \( U_j \), who is the friend of \( U_i \), sends the server a list of tuples, \( \{I_k\}_{1 \leq k \leq m_j} \), where \( I_k = (k, g^{f_i(k)}) \) was obtained from friends. Suppose \( U_i \) uploads the pseudonym \( P_i \), then the server first computes the following:

\[
\chi = e(g^r, g^{f_i(1) \cdot 1/(1-k)}) \cdot e(g^{H(L_i)}, p_{i2})^k/(k-1)
\]

\[
= e(g, g)^{r \cdot f_i(k)/(1-k) - r \cdot f_i(1) \cdot k/(k-1)}
\]

\[
= e(g, g)^{r \cdot f_i(k)/(1-k) - f_i(1) \cdot k/(k-1)}
\]

\[
= e(g, g)^{-a_0}.
\]

The server can confirm that the owner of the pseudonym \( P_i \) is a friend of \( U_j \) by checking the following equation:

\[
H_1(L_i) \equiv \frac{p_{i3}}{\chi}.
\]

If true, the server sends \( (k, L_i) \) to \( U_j \). By checking the saved identification information, \( U_j \) can ensure that his/her friend \( U_i \) is at the location \( L_i \). The server periodically checks to find friends of \( U_j \) until he/she terminates the location sharing application. This process leaks no information regarding the identities and relation between \( U_i \) and \( U_j \). The only information the server can obtain from the process is that the two anonymous users are friends.

The proposed scheme can be utilized for the location sharing in two ways: (a) the server provides computation results regardless of his/her current location and (b) given a current location of \( U_j \), the server provides computation results only in a specific geographical range. Both of which are based on \( U_j \)’s list of tuples. We do not consider a location forgery attack by friends, where a forged GPS coordination is submitted for the purpose of tracking a specific user. Since \( U_i \) has agreed to share its location information by establishing a friendship relation, then \( U_j \) can check where he/she is located.

### 4.6 Pseudonym Update

Whenever the \( U_i \) adds or removes friends, his/her pseudonym must be updated as well. We consider two cases: add a friend and remove a friend. In case of adding a friend, the update process is quite simple. The Lagrange polynomial has already been computed, hence all the user \( U_i \) needs to do is to generate a new tuple \( (\alpha', f_i(\alpha')) \). By sending \( (\alpha', g^{f_i(\alpha')}) \), \( U_i \) can share his/her location with the new friend. The newly generated tuple will not affect the
The proposed scheme can guarantee the users’ privacy if a new random value is generated and applied for the pseudonym every time. In case of removing a friend, the proposed scheme needs to repeat the process of establishing a friendship relation again. This is an essential process to preserve the users’ privacy and to prevent unexpected entities from obtaining information.

5 Security Analysis

The goal of the proposed scheme lies on location sharing in mOSNs while preserving both location privacy and friendship relation privacy. In this section, we prove the proposed scheme in three folds to show that the proposed scheme provides the privileges and security against plausible attacks. First, since the pseudonyms in the proposed scheme are developed to have functionality, we prove that the functional pseudonym still has the indistinguishability, which is the major property for pseudonyms beyond the functionality. Second, we prove that an entity who does not have a friendship relation cannot obtain the originator’s identity. Finally, we prove that an attacker cannot obtain a friendship relation from a given set of pseudonyms.

5.1 Indistinguishability of Functional Pseudonyms

To address the security in our proposed scheme, we first define decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem as follows:

Definition 3 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem). Considering a cyclic group $\mathbb{G}$ of order $q$, with the generator $g$, the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem [50] is that, given $g^a$ and $g^b$ for uniformly and independently chosen $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, the value $g^{ab}$ looks like a random element in $\mathbb{G}$. The following two uniform and independent probability distributions are computationally indistinguishable in the security parameter, $n = \log q$:

(a) $g^a, g^b, g^{ab}$, where $a$ and $b$ are randomly and independently chosen from $\mathbb{Z}_q$

(b) $g^a, g^b, g^c$, where $a, b, c$ are randomly and independently chosen from $\mathbb{Z}_q$.

By combining Definition 1 and 3, the following definition, DDH problem on bilinear maps, can be driven:

Definition 4 (DBDH). The decisional bilinear diffie-hellman (DBDH) [51] problem in groups $(\mathbb{G}, \mathbb{G}_T)$ is: given a tuple $(g, g^a, g^b, g^c, Z) \in \mathbb{G}^4 \times \mathbb{G}_T$ with unknown $a, b, c \in R \mathbb{Z}_q$, whether $Z = e(g, g)^{abc}$. A polynomial-time algorithm $B$ has the following advantage of negligible probability $\epsilon$ in solving the DBDH problem in groups $(\mathbb{G}, \mathbb{G}_T)$, if

$$|Pr[(g, g^a, g^b, g^c, Z = e(g, g)^{abc}) = 1] - Pr[(g, g^a, g^b, b', Z = e(g, g)^{d}) = 1]| \leq \epsilon,$$

where the probability is taken over the random choices of $a, b, c, d \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, the random choice of $g$ in $\mathbb{G}$, and the random bits consumed by $B$.

Next, we will define the indistinguishability of pseudonyms as follows:

Definition 5 (Polynomial-time indistinguishability). Suppose there exist PRGs that have robustness against polynomial-size circuits. Then, a random number that is generated using the PRG has polynomial-time indistinguishability [52].

Two random numbers $X \xleftarrow{} \{X_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}$ and $Y \xleftarrow{} \{Y_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}$, which are uniformly distributed over $\{0, 1\}^n$, by the PRG, are indistinguishable in polynomial time if for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm $D$, every positive polynomial $p(\cdot)$, and all sufficiently large $n$’s, this relation holds:

$$|Pr[D(X_n, 1^n) = 1] - Pr[D(Y_n, 1^n) = 1]| \leq \frac{1}{p(n)}.$$

Based on the Definitions 3 and 4, we prove the indistinguishability of functional pseudonyms, which is our main contribution.

Theorem 1 (Indistinguishability of functional pseudonyms). Suppose there exist pseudo random generators (PRGs) that have robustness against polynomial-size circuits, and let $A$ be an adversary for which its advantage can be defined as follows:

$$Adv_{Ind}(A) = |Pr[D(fp) = 1] - Pr[D'(r) = 1]|,$$

where $D$ is a probabilistic algorithm that halts in polynomial time with output 1 when the input $fp$ is a functional pseudonym. Otherwise, with output 0; for $D'$ as another probabilistic algorithm that halts in polynomial time, with output 1 when the input $r$ is generated by a PRG, or with output 0 in polynomial time.

A functional pseudonym that is created with a random number generated by the PRG has polynomial-time indistinguishability and the advantage must be negligible under DDH assumption.

Proof. Suppose a set of pseudonyms $P = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots P_m\}$ were obtained by an attacker. We are going to prove any of two given pseudonyms, $P_i, P_j$ from $P$, are indistinguishable while providing the functionality.

Specifically, from the $P_{i1}$ and $P_{j1}$, we can say with confidence that the values are indistinguishable under the DDH as the two values are generated using random numbers. The $P_{i2} = g^{r_1(1)}$, can simply be written as $g^{r_1(1)}$, where $r_1$ is a randomly chosen number in $\mathbb{Z}_q^*$ and $\gamma_1$ acts as a secret part. From $P_{i2}$ and $P_{j2}$, each of these values can also be represented as $g^{r_2(1)}$. Since $g$ is a generator of cyclic group $\mathbb{G}$, $\gamma$ and $\gamma$ are also a generator of $\mathbb{G}$. Similar to this, the $P_{i3}$ and $P_{j3}$ also have indistinguishability under the Definition 4, i.e. DBDH. All the three values of pseudonyms are generated using two uniform random numbers $r_1$ and $r_2$, thus it has polynomial-time indistinguishability by Definition 5. Therefore, the $Adv(A) \leq \epsilon$, where $\epsilon$ is a negligible probability.

In the proposed scheme, users can easily generate a new pseudonym by changing a random number which has no effect on the functionality of pseudonyms. Users can use a new pseudonym whenever they need to communicate with the mOSN server, therefore it is not possible for attackers to obtain a piece of information from pseudonyms in polynomial-time. Also, because of indistinguishability, it is not possible to obtain a correlation between functional pseudonyms even with a statistical attack.

In addition, an attacker may try to infer a piece of information from pseudonyms and relation values, which are public to the server. Thus, we are going to prove the semantic security of the proposed scheme, in which the attacker cannot infer any information from pseudonyms in polynomial time.
5.2 Security of Functional Pseudonyms

To prove the security of the functional pseudonym, we will demonstrate that only users in friendship relation can identify the owner of pseudonyms.

**Theorem 2 (Security of Pseudonyms).** Anyone who is not a friend of $U_i$ cannot identify the originator of $P_i$. Specifically, an adversary $A$ has the following advantage:

$$Adv_{Sec}(A) = |Pr[B(\chi, P) = 1]|,$$

where $B$ is a probabilistic algorithm that halts in polynomial time with output 1 when the $P$ contains the randomly selected value $\chi$, otherwise output 0, $\chi$ is a pair of random values $(\chi_1, \chi_2) \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, and $P$ is a functional pseudonym.

**Proof.** To verify this, we apply a security analysis of the secret sharing scheme that uses Vandermonde matrix [47].

The secret $\chi$ of a pseudonym derived by $(2, n)$ secret sharing can be represented as $f(x) = a(i, 0) + a(i, 1)x \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, and $f(0) = \chi$. The solution to recover $\chi$ can be described by multiplication of the following matrices:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \chi_1 \\ \chi_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & y_i \\ 1 & y_i \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} \sum_{i=1}^{n} a(i, 0) \\ \sum_{i=1}^{n} a(i, 1) \end{bmatrix}$$

The second matrix of the equation is the well-known Vandermonde matrix which has the non-zero determinant of the matrix. Thus, the coefficients of the matrix $\{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a(i, 0), \sum_{i=1}^{n} a(i, 1)\}$ have a unique solution over $\mathbb{Z}_q$.

If a user $U_k$ who does not belong to the list of friends of $U_i$ tries to recover the secret $\chi$, he/she has to obtain that by solving the following linear equations: $\chi_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} a(k, 0) + y_k \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{n} a(k, 1) \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, and $\chi_2 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} a(k, 0) + y_i \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{n} a(k, 1) \in \mathbb{Z}_q$. Since the coefficient matrix of the Vandermonde matrix has a unique solution, the two equations can derive a unique solution such that $\chi' = f'(0)$. Hence, there exist $q \times q$ cases for the pair $(\chi_1, \chi_2)$. In addition, $q$ exponential operation time is needed to confirm that a secret value of the $P$ is $\chi$, and the advantage is: $Adv_{Sec}(A) = 1/q^{2n}$ which is negligible with a sufficiently large $q$. Therefore, any user who is not in friends list cannot recover the secret of a functional pseudonym, hence cannot identify the originator of it.

By the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, Polynomial-time Indistinguishability and Security of Pseudonyms, we can argue that an attacker cannot obtain any information from pseudonyms. Even though an attacker succeeds to recover $\chi$ from eavesdropped message, it has to decrypt an encrypted message in order to obtain a correlation between $\chi$ and a friendship relation, for which its security is proven by Theorem 3.

5.3 Friendship Privacy

Although the server may find a corresponding pseudonym for users’ relation values, it needs other values to identify the owner of a pseudonym or discover the relation between users. The one and only option for this is eavesdropping the encrypted data from the relation value exchange process. The server can obtain identification factor through cryptanalysis of the encrypted data. For the friendship relation privacy, we prove the semantic security of functional pseudonym.

**Theorem 3 (Semantic security of functional pseudonyms).** The functional pseudonym proposed in this paper has semantic security, which means that no information can be obtained from functional pseudonyms, thus attackers cannot obtain information from that in a polynomial time. Specifically, an adversary $A$ has the following advantage:

$$Adv_{Sec}(A) = |Pr[B(\chi, P) = 1]|,$$

Proof. The only way for the server (or other attackers) to identify friendship relations through location sharing is to obtain identification factors from the process of establishing a friendship relation. Suppose an attacker can obtain encrypted relation value $E = E_{pk}\{\alpha, g^{f(\alpha)}\}$, where $E_k\{m\}$ is a public key encryption (e.g., ElGamal encryption) using the key $k$. In addition, let’s assume $O$ to be an oracle which can solve the proposed scheme in polynomial time. The $O$ is represented as: $O(g, g \cdot r, E)$, where $q$ is $k$-bit prime number, $g$ is a generator of cyclic group generated by $q$, and $r$ is a random number picked by the attacker. The oracle outputs true if $O$ can distinguish whether $r$ is used to encrypt the $E$ in polynomial time, otherwise outputs false.

Now, we prove that the $DDH$ assumption is solvable under the assumption of $O$. Given $g^a$ and $g^b$, the attacker picks $r$ randomly and sends queries $O(\alpha, g \cdot r, E)$ and $O(q, g \cdot r, g^b)$. Since the oracle can return the result in polynomial time, the attacker could distinguish $g^a$ over $g^b$ with $q$ queries in the worst case scenario.

Thus, if the proposed scheme is solvable using $O$, then $DDH$ is also solvable using $O$. However, $DDH$ is a well-known difficult problem and is already proven that it cannot be solved in a polynomial time. Therefore, the problem of identifying a friendship relation in the proposed scheme is as hard as $DDH$ by a reduction.

By the Theorem 2 and 3, we can say that an attacker cannot obtain a relation information from pseudonyms. Therefore, the proposed scheme preserves the friendship relation privacy.

6 Efficiency Analysis

Unlike the previous schemes, the proposed scheme has enhanced privacy as it can provide the location privacy and friendship privacy concurrently. Thus, a direct comparison of the efficiency at the same level between the previous schemes and the one presented on this work is unfair. Instead, we will provide computational costs of the proposed scheme, then will provide a comparison among different schemes as fair as possible.

6.1 Computational Costs

First, we measure the computational cost of three important functions that are used in the proposed scheme: establishing friendship relations, generating a pseudonym, and checking adjacent friends (location sharing). Table 2 shows the computational costs of the main functions based on the major operations; exponential (Exp.), multiplication (Mux.), bilinear pairing (Pairing), hash function (Hash), and comparison (Comparison).
As shown in Table 2, the proposed scheme is highly efficient for mobile devices in terms of computational costs. For \( m \) as the number of friends, it has a time complexity of \( O(c_{\text{exp}} \cdot c_{\text{mul}} \cdot m) \) for establishing friendship relations, where \( c_{\text{exp}} \) and \( c_{\text{mul}} \) are constants on the computational cost of exponential and multiplication, respectively. Also, for \( n \) as the number of users in a given range, it has a time complexity of \( O(c_1 \cdot n \cdot m) \) for checking friends, where \( c_1 \) is a constant on the computational cost of checking friends.

Here, we would like to emphasize that the proposed scheme can delegate most of the location sharing related computations to the server. The server conducts the heavy computations upon a user’s request and sends the results back to the user. Then, the user will be able to check identities of friends through a simple comparison of computations. In terms of communication overhead, our scheme is highly efficient. Each request contains current location information and a number of tuples (anonymous identities, location information), and a list of adjacent friends will be returned. There is no extra information to obfuscate attackers, and therefore it is highly efficient.

Our scheme was developed to achieve sustainability for mOSNs which are resource-constraint and battery-powered mobile devices. Especially, one of our major contributions, the delegable location sharing that is conducted on the server, can significantly improve sustainability of mobile devices.

### 6.2 Comparison with Previous Schemes

Comparing the proposed scheme with the SMILE in terms of storage and communication overhead, SMILE establishes a social relationship based on the encounter shared among users located at the same proximity at the same time. Regardless of the number of friends, a user in SMILE has to store the encounter keys for every visited location and their corresponding times of visit. The number of stored keys piles up as the time of usage increases. This also causes a problem of searching the encounters shared with the target participants. In comparison, the proposed scheme needs to store the number of public identities which are the same as the number of friends in the list. Moreover, the proposed scheme does not need to find the shared secrets.

For the purpose of comparing the necessary communications, SMILE needs more communication overhead than our proposed scheme. Suppose there are \( n \) number of users. Whenever a user sends a message, it will broadcast the geographical area where the user is located through the server. Thus, every user in that area must receive the sent message and check whether it is coming from one of their friends. At this point, the problem of searching encounter occurs again. If \( k \) users (\( 1 \leq k \leq n \)) is sending messages to find friends in a location, the server has to broadcast \( k \) messages, and each user has to receive and check these \( k \) messages. However, in the proposed scheme, a sent message does not influence other users in the designated location. The proposed scheme requests a set of user information from the server and checks where the friends are located. Therefore, the proposed scheme can drastically reduce the communication overhead which is a burden on mobile devices.

Situations are similar in series of MobiShare systems [16], [17], [18], [53]. Each pair of users needs to share a symmetric key, and this reduces the key management efficiency. In terms of finding friend requests, a user in MobiShare systems needs to make a request message for all friend users. When the user has \( m \) number of friends, the user should compute \( m \) request messages using the symmetric keys that are shared with friends then sends \( m \) messages to the service provider.

Table 3 illustrates the summary of comparison results among location sharing services in terms of characteristics and overheads. Our scheme is designed to provide the location sharing service which can preserve (a) location privacy and (b) friendship relation privacy with no pre-established secret, no trusted server, and no encounter. In addition, our scheme does not need to share and manage a secret with friends for location sharing services. The only secret in our scheme is a link between a relation value and the real identity of the originator.

While the overhead of SMILE and Mobishare schemes depends on the number of user’s friends, the overhead of our scheme is dependent on the number of users in the area of interest. Since a user in our scheme always sends a single request message to search the adjacent friends in that area, our scheme is appropriate for the location sharing in mOSNs where users have numerous friends, thanks to the delegable computation.

### 7 Evaluation

To prove the proposed scheme is suitable for mobile environments, we simulated and demonstrated the functional pseudonym scheme. All of the simulations were performed in the Linux Mint version 17.3 installed in the Oracle VM VirtualBox version 5.1.12 where a 3 GB memory was allocated for the operating system.
TABLE 4: Execution time of major functions (with 100 friends)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Execution time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishing a friendship relation</td>
<td>122.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigning randomness</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding anonymous friends (delegable)</td>
<td>387.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking identities (user side)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the desktop computer that has Intel Core i7-4790 CPU 3.6 GHz with 8 GB memory, 64-bit operation system, and 7200rpm SATA 3.0 hard drive. In addition, we applied a restriction that the VirtualBox operates with only one processor to make it as similar environment as those on mobile devices.

All simulation programs were implemented using GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) version 4.8.4. We used Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library [54] and the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP) version 6.1.2 [55] for the cryptographic computations. All experimental results are the average of 100 trials.

We simulated the running time of two major processes: the pseudonym generation and the location sharing. The pseudonym generation process was separated into two subprocesses: establishing friendship relations and assigning randomness. The location sharing process was also separated into two subprocesses: finding anonymous friends which can be performed by the server, and checking identities which will be performed by the users. We assumed that a user had 100 friends on a list, which effected the process of establishing friendship relations and location sharing.

Table 4 presents the execution time of the major functions. The experimental results show that the computations to establish friendship relations with 100 friends was done in 122.14 millisecond (msec), and it exclusively required 100 communications to exchange relation values. In addition, it has taken 6.00 msec to generate a pseudonym. Since the generated friendship relations are reusable unless they are eliminated, the users need to repeatedly compute only a small part of pseudonyms. Checking a functional pseudonym based on relation values in order to distinguish whether the pseudonym was generated by a friend or not has taken 3.87 msec. When a user had 100 friends, it took 387.7 msec which was a great burden on mobile devices. Fortunately, the server is in charge of these computations, and thus users do not have to consider these time overheads. Since the execution time is calculated by our mobile environment, actual computations by the server is much faster. The only thing that users have to do is to retrieve a friend’s real identity, which takes only 0.7 msec with the one-by-one comparison strategy. It would be faster if an advanced search algorithm is applied which is out of the scope of this paper.

These results prove that the proposed scheme is highly efficient and is sufficient for mobile usages. In addition, the delegable location sharing significantly reduces the computational overhead of users, and consequently makes LBSs highly sustainable.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presented a privacy enhanced location sharing scheme for mOSNs. The goal was to solve security problems associated with 1) the user’s location privacy and 2) friendship relation privacy, and securely providing information to share their current location. In order to achieve this goal, we developed a new cryptographic primitive, named functional pseudonym. Using the pseudonym, the user’s identity/location as well as his/her friendship relations can be protected from unintended entities while an authorized user can identify the owners of different pseudonyms.

The proposed scheme uses Lagrange polynomial to merge friendship relations (represented by relation values) into a single value for the efficiency reason. Later, the relation values are applied to identify friends in a real-time manner. We developed the proposed scheme in a way that the server performs the heavy computations which is a part of the location sharing process. This significantly improves the efficiency of the computations on resource-constraint mobile devices.

The security analysis proved that (a) the proposed scheme holds indistinguishability while providing the location privacy and friendship relation privacy, (b) an attacker could not obtain identity/location information from the functional pseudonym, and (c) an attacker could not infer and/or obtain friendship relations from the functional pseudonyms. In addition, the efficiency analysis showed that the proposed scheme is one of the most suitable solutions for location sharing in mOSNs, and the evaluation demonstrated that the proposed scheme has sufficient efficiency and sustainability for mobile devices.
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